An Open Letter
to Orthodox Anglicans
by Father Geoffrey Korz

was born and raised a proud Anglican. For generations,
my family were patrons of churches, ardent monarchists,
and defenders of all things English and Christian. So why
did I leave Anglicanism nearly two decades ago, to travel a
slow but sure path to the historic, Orthodox Church?

I

Years ago, my search for historic, English Christianity led
me to read the Ecclesiastical History of the English Church
by the Venerable Bede. What did I find? An early encounter
between the evangelist Saint Augustine, and English king
Ethelbert struck me as somehow strange: Augustine’s
companions carried images of Christ, painted on boards icons as they are commonly known. That’s strange, I
thought - that’s what Greeks and Russians do, not English
Christians.
The reasons soon became clear. Until the eleventh century,
the English church shared more than a love of icons with the
whole body of the Church: they shared a communion of
beliefs, moral practice, and liturgical life with the Church
throughout the world. This lasted for centuries, but it was not
to last forever.
Even after the Schism of 1054 - the division between Rome
and the rest of the Christian world - England remained in
communion with the Eastern Orthodox. In 1066, the
Norman Invasion, with backing from the pope of Rome,
forced the submission to Frankish Rome of all English
churchmen. Rome had already broken communion with the
Orthodox East, and changed the creed and the conciliar
tradition of the Church by elevating one bishop - the Bishop

of Rome - above all others1.
Why did the English remain in communion with the
Orthodox East? Not because the English (and the Irish,
Scots, and Welsh, as we
would call them today)
disliked Rome. The
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Centuries later, by the time of the Reformation in the
sixteenth century, England was ready for another division
over the question of the national sovereignty of its religious
life. The English knew almost instinctively that something
was not right with the idea of a single, Roman bishop
claiming to rule the whole of Christendom, yet this issue
became entangled with the desire of one English king Henry VIII - to have a male heir. When the dust settled,
England had a new religion, one which was no longer under
Rome, one which was in communion with no one else in
Christendom, one which had not returned to the Eternal wells
of Christ’s historic Church.
Why does all this matter? It matters because the Church is
the Bride of Christ. Since the Lord has only one Bride, it is
not possible to come and go from the mystical union of the
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Church, and still be part of Her. Divisions are not simply
matters of working out local issues and personal opinions:
they are questions of eternal importance, questions of
whether one is part of the Bride of Christ - His Church - or
part of some other body that pretends to be so, based on
certain reinterpretations of history, and personal slants on
theology or moral questions.
It sometimes comes as a shock to people, that Orthodox
Christianity doesn’t recognize rites and sacraments of Rome
or of the Anglicans. Why is this? It arises out of the fact that
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diverse beliefs as they consider blessing same-sex unions:
they are in fact creating a new religion. This is precisely the
way historic Orthodoxy views the Schism of 1054, when
Rome left the historic Church, and the further splintering of
the Reformation.
Ironically, both Roman Catholics and Anglicans recognize
the legitimacy of the Orthodox Church, the integrity of its
teachings, its preservation of the eternal mysteries of ancient
Christianity. Yet in the name of diversity, many western
Christians simply ignore this fact, since it raises difficult
questions, such as where is the Church? and why am I not in

it?
The Orthodox Church recognizes that liturgical life forms
beliefs, as well as reflecting them. The old Christian axiom,
“lex orandi, lex credendi” holds true: the law (or rule) of
worship is the law of belief. The two cannot be divided.
When the Orthodox see liturgical revisions in Rome and
amoung Anglicans, it is seen as inevitable that these both
reflect and shape new beliefs. The outcome of this is clear to
many faithful Anglicans and Roman Catholics: innovations
in theology, as well as moral teachings, such as the questions
of the priesthood, sexual morality, capital punishment,
divorce, cremation, and the definition of marriage.
Queen Elizabeth the first prided herself on not inquiring into
men’s hearts, opting instead for unity of communion over
unity of belief. The Anglican faith has spent five centuries in
this mode. Rome is essentially this way today. Orthodox
Christianity is not, and never has been. It preserves unity of
doctrine, practice, and belief with those in the Church today,
as well as all the saints throughout the ages, because the
Orthodox Church exists eternally, outside time, and is not
just an anachronism.
Conversely, Anglicanism is built on the tradition of change,
which cannot protect her from innovation. Traditionalminded Anglicans, fleeing redefined marriage or the
ordination of women, cannot expect to find a safe harbour
amoung so-called “continuing Anglicans”, or in the modern
Church of England itself: they are based on the same
revolutionary spirit of the Reformation. The only safe
harbour for those who in their hearts seeks the historic
Church is to return to the historic Church: the Orthodox
Church.

Orthodoxy has been preserved in the face of centuries of
persecution at the hands of pagan Rome, Islam, and
Communism
, and has
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the same spirit as the earliest centuries of its existence. The
same faith that brought the world the Holy Scriptures and
defended its truth against heresies continues to run through
its veins. It is unchanging and eternal, because it is the Bride
of an Unchanging and Eternal Husband. It cannot recreate
the early Church, because it is the same Church, alive and
struggling, and giving life to our troubled and changing
times.
The English tradition is Orthodox2. The true roots of
Anglicanism can only be found in Orthodox Christianity.
Augustine of Hippo told the faithful that we will never find
rest, until we find rest in Christ; likewise, restless Anglicans
will never find rest from the ever-changing storms of
modernity until they return to the historic, Orthodox Faith.
Canadian and American Anglicans in particular know the
insecurity of spiritual lives lived in the shadow of modern
pop culture, ever changing with the tides of popular opinion,
fad, and fashion. Where can we find Christ, eternal and
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unchanging, the Alpha and the Omega?
The fact is, the historical reality of Christ’s Church remains
undivided and unchanging, waiting with quiet patience for
those who would return to Her for rest, stability, the fullness
of Truth and joy. How long will those who are thirsty for this
continue to visit empty wells, and remain restless and
unsatisfied? The search for the Eternal cannot find
satisfaction in hundreds of manmade sects, all reflections of
the temporary world of our century, or centuries past. Christ
has given His historic Church to the world, to preserve her in
this sinful generation, and it is only in Her that the fullness of
Christianity can be found.

Father Geoffrey Korz is priest of All Saints of North America
Orthodox Church, an English-language mission parish of the
Orthodox Church in America. He can be reached at
korzg@hotmail.com, or through the parish website, www.asna.ca.
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